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Abstract

Data quality is deemed as determinant in the knowledge extraction process.
Low-quality data normally imply low-quality models and decisions. Discretiza-
tion, as part of data preprocessing, is considered one of the most relevant tech-
niques for improving data quality.

In static discretization, output intervals are generated at once, and main-
tained along the whole process. However, many contemporary problems de-
mands rapid approaches capable of self-adapting their discretization schemes
to an ever-changing nature. Other major issues for stream-based discretiza-
tion such as interval definition, labeling or how is implemented the interaction
between learning and discretization components are also discussed in this paper.

In order to address all the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel, on-
line and self-adaptive discretization solution for streaming classification which
aims at reducing the negative impact of fluctuations in evolving intervals. Ex-
periments with a long list of standard streaming datasets and discretizers have
demonstrated that our proposal performs significantly more accurately than the
other alternatives. In addition, our scheme is able to leverage from class infor-
mation without incurring in an overweight cost, being ranked as one of the most
rapid supervised options.
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1. Introduction

Learning models and subsequent results are highly dependent on the quality
of input data. Incorrect decisions can be taken if raw data are not properly
cleaned and structured. The data preprocessing task [1, 2] is an essential step
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